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An Interpretation of the Fan Theorem
in Type Theory?
Daniel Fridlender
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Abstract. This article presents a formulation of the fan theorem in
Martin-Löf’s type theory. Starting from one of the standard versions of
the fan theorem we gradually introduce reformulations leading to a final
version which is easy to interpret in type theory. Finally we describe a
formal proof of that final version of the fan theorem.
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1 Introduction
In informal constructive mathematics, the fan theorem is an easy
consequence of the rule of bar induction. Both are about infinite
objects which makes their interpretation in Martin-Löf’s type the-
ory non trivial. Bar induction can be represented in type theory, as
proposed in [Mar68] and shown also in this article. But still from
this interpretation it is not clear how to formulate and prove the fan
theorem formally in type theory.
This is because, whereas the usual informal language to treat bar
induction and the fan theorem is the same, the formal treatment of
the fan theorem in type theory is technically more involved than
that of bar induction. The concept of finiteness is difficult to han-
dle simultaneously in an elegant, completely formal and constructive
way; and it seems hard to avoid dealing explicitly with fans, whereas
spreads are avoided in the type-theoretic interpretation of bar induc-
tion.
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The fan theorem is very important in constructive mathematics
since it makes possible to reconstruct large parts of traditional anal-
ysis. For explanations of the fan theorem and its role in constructive
analysis see for instance [Dum77] and [TvD88].
The goal in this article is to present a formulation and a proof of
the fan theorem in type theory. The type-theoretic version of the fan
theorem presented here has been used in [Fri97] to interpret in type
theory an intuitionistic proof of Higman’s lemma which uses the fan
theorem [Vel94]. However, in [Fri97] the type-theoretic fan theorem
is only mentioned and the proof is omitted. The importance of the
fan theorem justifies this more extended presentation.
Type theory here means Martin-Löf’s type theory, of which there
exist different formulations (for example, [Mar75], [Mar84], [NPS90]
and [Tas97]). The exposition here should suit all of them. The proof
of the fan theorem presented here has been written down in full
detail with the assistance of the proof-editor ALF [Mag94] which is
an implementation of the formulation of type theory given in [Tas97].
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces some notations and definitions to be used in the whole article,
and gives an informal presentation of bar induction and the fan the-
orem.
Section 3 shows a type-theoretic interpretation of bar induction
and some of its properties.
Finally, Section 4 formulates and proves the fan theorem in type
theory.
2 Bar induction and the fan theorem
2.1 Preliminaries
Notations:
N the set of the natural numbers. Variables: n,m, k.
A∗ the set of the lists (finite sequences) of elements of the set A.
Variables: u, v, w. Even u, v, w when A is a set of lists.
<a1, . . . , an> is the notation for lists.
u ∗ v is the concatenation between lists.
u • a is a notation for concatenations of the form u∗ <a>.
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The variables α, β are used to denote infinite sequences of nat-
ural numbers. An initial segment <α(0), . . . , α(n−1)> of α is de-
noted α(n). Given a set S of finite sequences of natural numbers, if
∀n [α(n) ∈ S], then we write α ∈ S. We denote by Sc the set N ∗\S.
Definition 1 (tree). A tree is a set T of finite sequences of natural
numbers (intuitively, a set of finite branches) which satisfy
<>∈ T T is inhabited
∀u [u ∈ T ∨ u 6∈ T ] T is decidable
∀u, n [u • n ∈ T ⇒ u ∈ T ] T is closed under predecessor
Definition 2 (finitely branching). A finitely branching tree is a
tree T which satisfy
∀u ∈ T ∃m ∀n [u • n ∈ T ⇒ n < m].
Definition 3 (spread, fan). A spread is a tree in which every node
has at least one successor, that is, a tree S satisfying
∀u ∈ S ∃n [u • n ∈ S].
A finitely branching spread is called a fan.
Definition 4 (bar). Given a set U ⊆ N ∗ and a spread S, U is a
bar on S if
∀α ∈ S ∃n [α(n) ∈ U ].
When S = N ∗, S is called the universal spread and U is said to be
a bar.
Proposition 1. Given a spread S and a bar U on S, then V = U∪Sc
is a bar.
We can prove that V is a bar by letting α be an arbitrary infinite
sequence of natural numbers and finding n such that α(n) ∈ V. To
this end, we determine a sequence of natural numbers β whose initial
segments are the same as those of α as long as they belong to S.
As soon as an initial segment of α does not belong to S, β deviates
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from α. From that point, the initial segments of β are arbitrary
segments in S. That is,
β(i) =
{
α(i) if α(i+1) ∈ S
k if α(i+1) 6∈ S, for some k such that β(i) • k ∈ S
As β ∈ S, and U is a bar on S, we can obtain n such that β(n) ∈ U .
Now, either α(n) ∈ S, in which case α(n) = β(n) ∈ U ⊆ V, or
α(n) 6∈ S, hence α(n) ∈ Sc ⊆ V. Therefore, V is a bar.
2.2 Bar induction
Bar induction is the following rule, which is an axiom of intuitionistic
logic
∀u ∈ X u ∈ Y X is included in Y
∀u ∈ X ∀n [u • n ∈ X ] X is monotone
∀u {[∀n u • n ∈ Y ]⇒ u ∈ Y} Y is hereditary
∀α ∃n [α(n) ∈ X ] X is a bar
<>∈ Y BI
for X ,Y ⊆ N ∗. For other formulations of the rule of bar induction
and their justification see [Dum77].
2.3 Fan theorem
The most important consequence of the rule of bar induction is the
fan theorem.
Theorem 1 (fan theorem). Given a fan F , and a monotone bar U
on F , then
∃n ∀α ∈ F [α(n) ∈ U ].
Intuitively, the fan theorem states that for any finitely branching
tree all whose branches are finite, there is an upper bound on the
length of the branches. The tree, not explicit in the statement of the
theorem, is the set F \ U (when U is decidable and <> 6∈ U).
The fan theorem can also be read as stating that every finitely
branching tree all whose branches are finite is itself finite, that is,
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has a finite number of nodes. This is so, since for a finitely branching
tree, the existence of an upper bound on the length of the branches
is equivalent with it being finite.
A proof of the fan theorem can be obtained using the rule of bar
induction with Y = {u | ∃n ∀α ∈ F [α starts with u⇒ α(n) ∈ U ]}
and X = U ∪ F c. Proposition 1 guarantees that X is a bar. The
monotonicity of X follows from those of U and F c. The inclusion
of X in Y can be proved by letting u ∈ X be arbitrary and choosing n
as the length of u. To prove that Y is hereditary we assume that, for
an arbitrary u, ∀k u•k ∈ Y holds, and prove that u ∈ Y also holds.
If u 6∈ F , then u ∈ Y clearly holds, since no α ∈ F starts with u.
Otherwise, as F is finitely branching there exists m such that for
all k, u • k ∈ F ⇒ k < m. As for each k, u • k ∈ Y , it is possible
to determine n0, . . . nm−1 such that for each k < m and α ∈ F if α
starts with u • k, then α(nk) ∈ U . To show that u ∈ Y , we choose n
to be max {nk | k < m} and use the monotonicity of U .
2.4 Other formulations of the fan theorem
So far, we have used the terminology which is standard in the lit-
erature. It is possible to give alternative presentations of the fan
theorem, some of which, are actually not formulated in terms of fans
but in terms of arbitrary finitely branching trees.
In this section, we explore other formulations of the fan theorem
with the purpose of obtaining one which is easier to represent in type
theory. We shall see that there is no need to introduce notions like
fan or tree in type theory, since the fan theorem can be reformulated
without explicit use of those notions.
Some of the formulations that we will introduce are in terms of
a special kind of tree, which we call independent-choice trees.
Definition 5 (independent-choice). An independent-choice tree
is a tree I such that for all u, v ∈ I of equal length,
∀n [u • n ∈ I ⇔ v • n ∈ I].
There is a one-to-one correspondence between independent-choice
fans and infinite sequences of nonempty finite subsets of N . An
independent-choice fan I is determined by a sequence I0, I1, . . . of
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nonempty finite subsets of N . The branches of I of length n are ob-
tained by choosing one element from each of the sets I0, I1, . . . , In−1
in that order. Every choice is independent of the other choices done
to determine the branch. Similarly, there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between independent-choice finitely branching trees and (not
necessarily infinite) sequences of nonempty finite subsets of N .
We list a few statements equivalent to the one of the fan theorem.
Theorem 2 (alternatives to fan theorem). The fan theorem is
equivalent to the validity of
∀ monotone bar U ∃n ∀α ∈ T [α(n) ∈ U ]
in any of the following cases:
1. for all fan T ,
2. for all finitely branching tree T ,
3. for all independent-choice fan T ,
4. for all independent-choice finitely branching tree T .
The only difference between the fan theorem and item 1 is that
in the latter U runs over bars on the universal spread, rather than
over bars on the fan. With this modification, the fan theorem can
be formulated for finitely branching trees as well (item 2). On the
other hand, it is enough to restrict attention to independent-choice
fans or trees (items 3 and 4).
To prove Theorem 2 notice that the domain on which T ranges
in item 2 includes the one on which it ranges in item 1, and so
item 2 ⇒ item 1. Analogously, item 2 ⇒ item 4, item 1 ⇒ item 3,
and item 4 ⇒ item 3. Similarly, the domain on which U ranges in
the fan theorem includes the one on which it ranges in Theorem 2,
so Theorem 1 ⇒ item 1.
To finish the proof of Theorem 2 it is enough to prove that
item 3 ⇒ item 2 and item 1 ⇒ Theorem 1. For the former, let T
be an arbitrary finitely branching tree and U an arbitrary monotone
bar. Let I be the least independent-choice fan containing T . Deter-
mine n such that ∀α ∈ I [α(n) ∈ U ]. As α ∈ T ⇒ α ∈ I, we obtain
∀α ∈ T [α(n) ∈ U ].
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Finally, to prove that item 1⇒ Theorem 1, let F be an arbitrary
fan and U an arbitrary bar on F . Define V = U ∪ F c. By Proposi-
tion 1, V is a bar. Then, by item 1 there is an n such that for all
α ∈ F , α(n) ∈ V. As α(n) ∈ F , α(n) ∈ U .
Theorem 3 (more alternatives to fan theorem). The fan the-
orem is equivalent to the validity of
∀ monotone bar U ∃n ∀u ∈ T [length(u) = n ⇒ u ∈ U ]
in any of the following cases:
5. for all fan T ,
6. for all finitely branching tree T ,
7. for all independent-choice fan T ,
8. for all independent-choice finitely branching tree T .
Just as in the proof of Theorem 2, it is easy to obtain that
item 6 ⇒ item 5, item 6 ⇒ item 8, item 5 ⇒ item 7, and that
item 8 ⇒ item 7. Item 6 follows from item 7 in the same way as
item 2 followed from item 3 in Theorem 2.
Finally, the equivalence between item 5 and item 1 of Theorem 2
is also easy, since given a fan T , all u ∈ T of length n is equal
to α(n), for some α ∈ T .
Theorem 4 (one more alternative to fan theorem). For all
monotone bar U and all infinite sequence I0, I1, . . . of finite subsets
of N ,
∃n [I0 × . . .× In−1 ⊆ U ],
where I0 × . . .× In−1 = {<a0, . . . , an−1> | ∀i ai ∈ Ii}.
Theorem 4 is equivalent to the fan theorem.
Let T be the set ⋃{I0 × . . . × Ii−1 | i ∈ N}. Clearly, T is a
finitely branching tree. By item 6 of Theorem 3, there is a natural
number n such that all the sequences in T of length n belong to U .
Those sequences are exactly the elements in the set I0 × . . .×In−1.
Conversely, to prove that item 8 of Theorem 3 follows from The-
orem 4, let T be an arbitrary independent-choice finitely branching
tree. Let Ii be the set {k ∈ N | ∃u [length(u) = i ∧ u • k ∈ T ]}.
Given u ∈ T of length n, we have u ∈ I0 × . . .× In−1 ⊆ U .
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The advantage of the formulation of the fan theorem as in Theo-
rem 4 is that it avoids the notions of fan and finitely branching tree.
Also, if we extend the definition of bar to sets of finite sequences
of finite subsets of natural numbers, rather than only sets of finite
sequences of natural numbers, then we may write the fan theorem in
the following way. Let I range over finite sequences of finite subsets
of N , and ⊗ denote the operation to obtain the Cartesian product
of such a finite sequence, that is,
⊗
<I0, . . . , In−1> = I0×. . .×In−1.
Theorem 5 (fan theorem, final reformulation). Given a mono-
tone set U of finite sequences of natural numbers, if U is a bar, then
so is {I | ⊗ I ⊆ U}.
This is the formulation which is represented in type theory by The-
orem 6.
3 Inductive bars
Following the Curry-Howard isomorphism ([CF58] and [How80]) ev-
ery proposition is represented in type theory by the set of its proofs.
Predicates, subsets and families of sets are identified with each other,
in the sense that every predicate over the elements of a set A, every
subset of A, and every family of sets indexed by the elements of A,
is represented by a function which when applied to an element of A
returns a set.




mean that all the elements in the list u satisfy U . In type theory, it












v U . Associated to the
definition of
∧
u U we have the following principle of induction, for
every predicate X over A∗.∧
u U X (<>) ∀v [X (v) ∧ U(a)⇒ X (v • a)]
X (u)
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When using this principle we refer to it as induction on “the” proof
that
∧
u U , where “the” proof is the proof of
∧
u U available at that
moment.
In type theory, we formulate the definition of bar for predicates
over lists of elements of an arbitrary set, rather than only for pred-
icates over lists of natural numbers. The following definition is a
variation on an idea taken from [Mar68].
Definition 6 (inductive bars). Given a set A and a predicate U
over A∗, U is an inductive bar if U | <> (to be read U bars the





U | u • a
∀a ∈ A [U | u • a]
U | u
Notice that if U(u)⇒ V(u) for every u ∈ A∗, then also U | u⇒ V | u
for every u ∈ A∗. Associated to the definition of U | u we have the
following principle of induction, for every predicate Y over A∗.
U | u
∀v ∈ A∗ [U(v)⇒ Y(v)]
∀v ∈ A∗ ∀a ∈ A [Y(v)⇒ Y(v • a)]
∀v ∈ A∗ {[∀a ∈ A Y(v • a)]⇒ Y(v)}
Y(u)
When using this principle we refer to it as induction on “the” proof
that U | u, where “the” proof is the proof of it available at that
moment.
With this principle of induction it is possible to prove in type
theory that the rule BI —with inductive bars instead of bars, and
arbitrary sets instead of natural numbers— is derivable. For that
proof it is convenient to define the following reverse-append function,
which is denoted ←↩.
u←↩ <> = u
u←↩ (v • a) = (u • a)←↩ v
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An interpretation in type theory of the rule BI is:
∀u ∈ A∗ [X (u)⇒ Y(u)] X is included in Y
∀u ∈ A∗ ∀a ∈ A [X (u)⇒ X (u • a)] X is monotone
∀u ∈ A∗ {[∀a ∈ A Y(u • a)]⇒ Y(u)} Y is hereditary
X | u X bars u
Y(u)
BITT
This rule can be derived by showing ∀v ∈ A∗ Y(u ←↩ v) by induc-
tion on the proof that X | u.
In a type-theoretic context, by bar induction we refer to the rule
BITT. When applying bar induction we will refer by monotonicity
condition (of X ), hereditary condition (of Y), and inclusion condition
(that is, X ⊆ Y) to the instances corresponding to the premises of
the rule.
Proposition 2. Given a set A, a monotone predicate U over A∗
and a list u of elements of A, then
U | u ⇐⇒ Vu | <>,
where Vu = λv U(u ∗ v).
The ⇐ part is easy, and is left to the reader. Hint: use bar in-
duction with X = Vu and Y = λv [U | u ∗ v]; or, for another proof
which does not use monotonicity of U , by induction on the proof
that Vu | <>.
We sketch a proof of the ⇒ part, which is by bar induction with
X = U and Y = λu [Vu | <>]. The monotonicity condition is hy-
pothesis of the proposition and the inclusion condition is trivial. It
remains to prove the hereditary condition. Assume that for all a ∈ A,
Vu•a | <>. We have to show Vu | <>. In order to do so, we prove
that for all a ∈ A, Vu | <a>. Now, this follows from Vu•a | <> by
bar induction with X = Vu•a and Y = λv [Vu | <a> ∗ v].
Proposition 3. Given a set A, two monotone predicates U ,V over
A∗ and a list u of elements of A, then
U | u ∧ V | u =⇒ W | u,
where W = λu [U(u) ∧ V(u)].
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We sketch a proof of Proposition 3 by bar induction with X = U
and Y = λu [V | u ⇒ W | u]. The monotonicity condition is hy-
pothesis of the proposition. The hereditary condition follows from
the facts that λu [W | u] is hereditary and λu [V | u] is monotone.
Finally, the inclusion condition can be proved by bar induction with
X = V and Y = λu [U(u)⇒W | u], repeating the previous reason-
ing, except that the new inclusion condition is trivial.
4 Fan theorem in type theory
The result we present here is a type-theoretic version of the fan the-
orem as formulated in Theorem 5, except that it will be expressed
for an arbitrary set A rather than only for natural numbers. Finite
subsets Ii of A will be represented by lists ui of elements of A. Fi-
nite sequences I of such subsets, by lists u of lists. The function ⊗
occurring in the statement of Theorem 5 will be represented by a
function which when applied to a list of lists <u1, . . . , un−1> com-
putes another list representing the Cartesian product I1× . . .×In−1.
To define
⊗
we first define the binary Cartesian product ×f
parametrized with a function f . Then, the finite Cartesian product⊗f
b also parametrized. Finally we instantiate it to obtain
⊗
.
Given a function f : A → B, we denote by f : A∗ → B∗ the
function which maps f on every element of its argument.
f(<> ) =<>
f(u • a) = f(u) • f(a)
Example 1. f(<a0, . . . , an−1>) =<f(a0), . . . , f(an−1)>.
Now, the function ×f , which given a function f : A → B → C,
and two lists u ∈ A∗ and v ∈ B∗ returns a variation of the Cartesian
product of u and v. Instead of returning a list in (A× B)∗, it returns
a list in C∗ by applying the function f to the components of each
possible pair.
<> ×f v = <>
(u • a) ×f v = u×f v ∗ f(a)(v)
Example 2. u ×f <> = <> , for every u.
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Example 3.
<a0, a1> ×f <b0, b1> = <f(a0, b0), f(a0, b1), f(a1, b0), f(a1, b1)>.
The function
⊗f
b , given a function f : B → A → B, a base value
b ∈ B, and u ∈ A∗∗, returns a list in B∗, each of whose values is the
result of iterating the function f along one tuple, assigning b to the
empty tuple. Each tuple consists of one element from the first list
of u, one from the second, etc. in the style of the Cartesian product.⊗f
b (<> ) = <b>⊗f




b (<<a0, a1>,<b0, b1>>)
= <f(f(b, a0), b0), f(f(b, a0), b1), f(f(b, a1), b0), f(f(b, a1), b1)>.
Finally, the Cartesian product is obtained by giving • as the






(<> ) = <<>>.
Example 6.
⊗
(u • <> ) =<> , for every u.
Example 7.⊗
(<<a0, a1>,<b0, b1>>)=<<a0, b0>,<a0, b1>,<a1, b0>,<a1, b1>>.
The set {I | ⊗ I ⊆ U} in Theorem 5 can be interpreted as a
predicate P on lists u of lists which is true when ⊗(u) is “included”
in U . As ⊗(u) is actually not a set but a list, by it being “included”
in U we mean that every element in the list ⊗(u) satisfies U , that is,∧⊗





. Hence, in type theory Theorem 5 becomes:
Theorem 6 (fan theorem in type theory). Given a set A and








Lemma 1. The following properties hold for every u, v, w, and u
1. u ∗ v ×f w = (u×f w) ∗ (v ×f w)
2. <a> ×f u ∗ v = (<a>×fu) ∗ (<a>×fv)
3.
⊗
(<w • a> ∗u) = ⊗(<w> ∗u) ∗⊗(<<a>> ∗u)
4.
∧⊗
(u) [λu U(<a> ∗u)] =⇒
∧⊗
(<<a>>∗u) U
Item 1 can be proved by induction on v. Item 2 follows from the
fact that g(u∗ v) = g(u) ∗ g(v) (letting g be f(a)), which can also be
proved by induction on v. Item 3 can be proved by induction on u,
using Example 6 in the base case and item 1 in the inductive case.
Though technically laborious, item 4 is intuitively clear since all
the tuples in
⊗
(<<a>> ∗u) are of the form <a> ∗u with u a tuple
in
⊗
(u). We omit that proof here.




(λv U(u ∗ v))
 .
We give a proof by bar induction with X = U and Y = λu {Vu | <>}.
The inclusion condition is U(u) ⇒ Vu | <>, which is easy, since
when U(u) holds, even Vu(<> ) holds because
⊗
(<> ) = <<>> by
Lemma 1. The monotonicity condition is hypothesis of the theorem.
The hereditary condition is (∀a ∈ A [Vu•a | <>]) ⇒ Vu | <>. We
assume
∀a ∈ A [Vu•a | <>] (1)
and given an arbitrary v we prove Vu | <v> by induction on v.
If v =<> , then Vu | <<>> is direct since Vu(<<>>) holds
because of the facts that
⊗
(<<>>) =<> holds by Lemma 1 and
that
∧
<> is trivially true regardless of the predicate.
If v = w • a for some w ∈ A∗ (such that Vu | <w>) and a ∈ A,
then we know by (1) that
Vu•a | <> and Vu | <w>
and still have to prove
Vu | <w • a> .
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By Proposition 2 it can be written like this: we know
Vu•a | <> and [λu Vu(<w> ∗u)] | <>,
(hence, by Proposition 3 we know also that
[λu [Vu•a(u) ∧ Vu(<w> ∗u)]] | <> (2)
holds) and have to prove
[λu Vu(<w • a> ∗u)] | <> . (3)
To prove that (2)⇒ (3), it is enough to prove that for every u ∈ A∗∗,
Vu•a(u) ∧ Vu(<w> ∗u) =⇒ Vu(<w • a> ∗u)
holds. By the definition of Vu and item 3 of Lemma 1, the right-hand
side is equivalent to
Vu(<w> ∗u) ∧ Vu(<<a>> ∗u)
which follows from the left-hand side because, by item 4 of Lemma 1,
Vu•a(u) implies Vu(<<a>> ∗u).
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